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Abstract. Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs)
have been met with great success in planning domains where agents
must balance actions that provide knowledge and actions that provide
reward. Recently, nonparametric Bayesian methods have been success-
fully applied to POMDPs to obviate the need of a priori knowledge of
the size of the state space, allowing to assume that the number of visited
states may grow as the agent explores its environment. These approaches
rely on the assumption that the agent’s environment remains stationary;
however, in real-world scenarios the environment may change over time.
In this work, we aim to address this inadequacy by introducing a dynamic
nonparametric Bayesian POMDP model that both allows for automatic
inference of the (distributional) representations of POMDP states, and
for capturing non-stationarity in the modeled environments. Formulation
of our method is based on imposition of a suitable dynamic hierarchical
Dirichlet process (dHDP) prior over state transitions. We derive efficient
algorithms for model inference and action planning and evaluate it on
several benchmark tasks.

1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning in partially observable domains is a challenging and at-
tractive research area in machine learning. One of the most common repre-
sentations used for partially-observable reinforcement learning is the partially
observable Markov decision process (POMDP). POMDPs are statistical models
postulating that emission of the observation ot that an agent receives from the
environment at time t follows a distribution Ω(ot|st, at) that depends on the
value of some latent (hidden) world-state st, and the agent’s most recent action
at. In addition, each action at of the agent results in a reward R(st, at) emitted
from the environment, the value of which also depends on the current state st,
and induces a change in the latent state of the environment, which transitions to
a new state st+1, drawn from a transition distribution T (st+1|st, at). Due to the
generic nature of their assumptions, POMDPs have been successfully applied to
a large number of reinforcement learning scenarios with great success [13].
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A significant drawback of POMDPs is the large number of parameters entailed
from the postulated emission distribution models Ω(o|s, a), state transition dis-
tribution models T (s′|s, a), and reward models R(s, a). These parameters must
be learned using data obtained through interaction of the agent with its en-
vironment, in an online fashion. However, the combination of the very limited
availability of training data with the large number of parameters of the fitted
models typically results in highly uncertain trained models, where planning be-
comes extremely computationally cumbersome. Bayesian reinforcement learning
approaches [9,7,10] resolve these issues by accounting for both uncertainty in
the agent’s model of the environment, and uncertainty within the environment
itself. This is effected by maintaining distributions over both the parameters of
the POMDP and the latent states of the world s.

A drawback of most Bayesian approaches is their requirement of a priori
provision of the number of model states: even if the size of the state-space is ac-
tually known (which is seldom the case), performing learning for a large number
of unknown model parameters from the beginning of the learning process (when
no data is actually available) might result in poor model estimates and heavy
overfitting proneness. Recently, [3] proposed leveraging the strengths of Bayesian
nonparametrics, specifically hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) priors [15], to
resolve these issues. The so-obtained infinite POMDP (iPOMDP) postulates an
infinite number of states, conceived as abstract entities whose sole function is to
render the dynamics of the system Markovian, instead of actual physical aspects
of the system. Despite the assumption of infinite model states though, at each
iteration of the model learning algorithm, only a small number of (actually vis-
ited) effective states need to be instantiated with parameters. As such, the model
can be initialized with only few parameters, which allows for effectively dealing
with overfitting. However, as the agent accumulates experiences (i.e., training
data) through interaction with its environment, the number of parameters may
increase in an automatic, unsupervised manner, by exploiting the nonparametric
nature of the model.

Despite these advances, a significant drawback of existing nonparametric
Bayesian formulations of POMDPs consists in their lack of appropriate mech-
anisms allowing for capturing non-stationarity in the modeled environments,
expressed in the form of time-adaptive underlying state transition distribu-
tions. Indeed, the problem of capturing time-varying underlying distributions
in conventional POMDP model formulations has been considered by various
researchers in the recent literature (e.g., [16,5]). In this work, we address this in-
adequacy by introducing a non-stationary variant of the iPOMDP. Formulation
of our model is based on imposition of the dynamic hierarchical Dirichlet pro-
cess (dHDP) prior [8] over the postulated state transitions in the context of our
model. We derive efficient model inference and action planning algorithms, based
on a computationally scalable combination of Gibbs sampling interleaved with
importance sampling techniques. We evaluate the efficacy of our approach con-
sidering a set of well-known benchmark tasks, dealing with partially observable
environments.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce
our proposed model, and derive its learning and action selection algorithms. In
Section 3, we provide the experimental evaluation of our approach, and compare
it to state-of-the-art alternatives. Finally, in the last section we summarize our
results and conclude this paper.

2 Proposed Approach

2.1 Motivation

The iPOMDP model is based on utilization of an HDP prior to describe the state
transition dynamics in the modeled environments. The HDP is a model that al-
lows for linking a set of group-specific Dirichlet processes, learning the model
components jointly across multiple groups. Specifically, let us assume C latent
model states, and A possible actions; let us consider that each possible state-
action pair (s, a) defines a different scenario in the environment. The iPOMDP
model, being an HDP-based model, postulates that the new state of the envi-
ronment (after an action is taken) is drawn from a distribution with different
parameters θsa, which are in turn drawn from a scenario-specific Dirichlet pro-
cess. In addition, the base distribution of the scenario-specific Dirichlet processes
is taken as a common underlying Dirichlet process. Under this construction, the
following generative model is obtained

s′|s, a ∼ T (θs,a) (1)

θs,a ∼ Gs,a (2)

Gs,a ∼ DP(α,G0) (3)

G0 ∼ DP(γ,H) (4)

As we observe, in the context of the HDP, different state transitions that
refer to the same state-action pair (scenario) share the same parameters (atoms)
that comprise Gs,a. In addition, transitions might also share parameters (atoms)
across different state-action pairs, probably with different mixing probabilities
for each Gs,a; this is a consequence of the fact that the Dirichlet processes Gs,a

pertaining to all the modeled state-action pairs share a common base measure
G0, which is also a discrete distribution.

Although the HDP introduces a dependency structure over the modeled sce-
narios, it does not account for the fact that, when it comes to modeling of sequen-
tial data, especially data the distribution of which changes over time, sharing
of underlying atoms from the Dirichlet processes is more probable in proximal
time points. Recently, [8] developed a dynamic variant of the HDP that allows
for such a modeling capacity, namely the dynamic HDP (dHDP). Therefore,
utilization of this prior emerges as a promising solution for us to effect our goals.
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2.2 Model Formulation

To introduce our model, we have to provide our prior assumptions regarding
the state transition distributions, observation emission distributions, and reward
emission distributions of our model. Let us begin with the state transition distri-
butions of our model. As we have already discussed, to capture non-stationarity,
we model state transitions using the dHDP prior [8].

Let us introduce the notation πs,a
τ = (πs,a

τl )
∞
l=1. π

s,a
τl denotes the (prior) prob-

ability of transitioning at some time point t to state l from state s by taking
action a, given that the distributions of the various state transitions at that time
point are the same as they were at time τ = φt. In other words, the employed
dHDP assumes that the dynamics of state transition may change over time, with
different time points sharing common transition dynamics patterns. Specifically,
following [8], we have

st+1 = k|st = s, at = a ∼ Mult(πs,a
φt

) (5)

πs,a
τ ∼ DP(α,G0) (6)

and
G0 ∼ DP(γ,H) (7)

whence

πs,a
tl = π̃s,a

tl

l−1∏

h=1

(1− π̃s,a
th ) (8)

π̃s,a
tl ∼ Beta(αtβl, αt(1 −

l∑

m=1

βm)) (9)

βk = 	k

k−1∏

q=1

(1−	q) (10)

and
	k ∼ Beta(1, γ) (11)

In the above equations, the latent variables φt are indicators of state-transition
distribution sharing over time. Following [8], their prior distributions take the
form

φt|w̃ ∼ Mult(wt) (12)

with wt = (wtl)
t
l=1, and

wtl = w̃l−1

t−1∏

m=l

(1− w̃m), l = 1, . . . , t (13)

while w̃0 = 1, and
w̃t|at, bt ∼ Beta(w̃t|at, bt), t ≥ 1 (14)
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As observed from (13), this construction induces a proximity-inclined transition
dynamics sharing scheme; that is, wt1 < wt2 < · · · < wtt. In other words, it
favors sharing the same dynamics between proximal time points, thus enforcing
our assumptions of transition dynamics evolving over time in a coherent fashion.

Finally, our observation emission distributions are taken in the formΩ(o|s, a) ∼
H , and our reward emission distributions yield R(r|s, a) ∼ HR. The distributions
H and HR can have any form, with the choice depending on the application at
hand. In this paper, we shall be considering discrete reward and action distribu-
tions; as such, a suitable conjugate selection for the priors over their parameters is
the Dirichlet distribution.

This concludes the formulation of our model. We dub our model the infinite
dynamic POMDP (iDPOMDP) model. Our model is a completely non-stationary
POMDP model, formulated under the assumption of an infinite space of latent
POMDP states, and treated under the Bayesian inference paradigm. Note also
that limiting the generative non-stationarity assumptions to the transition func-
tions of our model does not limit non-stationarity per se to state transitions.
Indeed, the non-identifiability of the postulated model latent states results in
the assumed generative non-stationarity of the transition functions being im-
plicitly extended to the observation and reward functions of our model.

2.3 Inference Algorithm

To efficiently perform inference for our model, we combine alternative applica-
tion of a variant of the block Gibbs sampler of [4], and importance sampling [14],
in a fashion similar to the iPOMDP model [3]. Our block Gibbs sampler allows
for drawing samples from the true posterior. However, we limit ourselves to using
our block Gibbs sampler only on a periodical basis, and not at each time point.
In the meanwhile, we use instead an importance sampling algorithm, which
merely reweighs the already drawn samples so as to reflect the current posterior
as closely as possible. This way, we obtain a significant speedup of our infer-
ence algorithm, without compromising model accuracy, since the actual model
posterior is not expected to undergo large changes over short time windows.

Block Gibbs Sampler. To make inference tractable, we use a truncated ex-
pression of the stick-breaking representation of the underlying shared Dirichlet
process of our model, G0 [12]. In other words, we set a truncation threshold C,
and consider πs,a

t = (πs,a
tl )Cl=1, ∀t, s, a [4]. A large value of C allows for obtaining

a good approximation of the infinite underlying process, since in practice the
πs,a
tl are expected to diminish quickly with increasing l, ∀t [4]. Note also that,

as discussed in [8], drawing one sample from the dHDP model by means of the
block Gibbs sampler takes similar time as drawing one sample from HDP.

Let us consider a time horizon T steps long. We have

p(w̃t| . . . ) = Beta(w̃t|a+
T∑

j=t+1

nj,t+1, b+
T∑

j=t+1

t∑

h=1

njh) (15)
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where nth is the number of time points such that φt = h. Similar,

p(π̃s,a
tl | . . . ) = Beta

(
π̃s,a
tl |αtβl +

T∑

j=1

I(njt �= 0)I(νs,ajl �= 0),

αt(1 −
l∑

m=1

βm) +

C∑

k=l+1

T∑

j=1

I(njt �= 0)I(νs,ajk �= 0)

) (16)

where νs,atk is the number of training episodes where we had a transition from
state s to state k, by taking action a at time t.

The updates of the set of indicator variables φt can be obtained by generating
samples from multinomial distributions with entries of the form

p(φt = τ |st−1 = s, at−1 = a; . . . ) ∝w̃τ−1

t−1∏

m=τ

(1− w̃m)π̃s,a
τst

st−1∏

q=1

(1− π̃s,a
τq )

×p(ot+1|st, at) p(rt+1|st, at), τ = 1, . . . , t
(17)

Further, the posterior distribution over the latent model states yields

p(st = k|st−1 = s, at−1 = a; . . . ) ∝ π̃s,a
φtk

k−1∏

q=1

(1− π̃s,a
φtq

)p(ot+1|st, at) p(rt+1|st, at)

(18)
As we observe, this expression entails Markovian dynamics. Thus, to sample
from it, we have to resort to some method suitable for distributions with tem-
poral interdependencies. In our work, we employ the forward filtering-backward
sampling (FFBS) algorithm [1]; this way, we can efficiently obtain samples of
the underlying latent state sequences.

Finally, the observation and reward distribution parameters of our model are
sampled in a manner similar to the original iPOMDP model [3].

Importance Sampling. At time points when we substitute block Gibbs sam-
pling from the true posterior with importance sampling, we essentially reweigh
the samples previously drawn from the true posterior. Initially, all samples have
equal weight as they are drawn from the true posterior; this changes when we ap-
ply importance sampling, so as to capture small changes in the actual posterior
in a computationally efficient manner (possible within short time-windows).

Let us denote as μ a sample of our model with weight wt(μ) at time t (all
samples have initial weights equal to one). Similar to the iPOMDP model, the
weight update at time t+ 1 yields [3]

wt+1(μ) ∝ wt(μ)
∑

∀st
Ω(ot+1|st,at)bμ(st) (19)

where bμ(s) is the belief (posterior probability) for state s, as determined in the
sample μ of the model.
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2.4 Action Selection

Once we have obtained a set of samples from the posterior distribution of our
model, we can use them to perform action selection. For this purpose, in this
work we apply stochastic forward search in the model-space, as proposed in [3].
The main concept of forward search is to use a forward-looking tree to compute
action-values [11]. Starting from the current posterior (belief) over the model pa-
rameters of the agent, the tree branches on each action the agent might take and
each observation the agent might see. At each action node, the agent computes
the (posterior) expectation of the immediate reward, given the drawn samples,
in a standard Monte Carlo-type fashion.

3 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate our method in several benchmark scenarios and compare its per-
formance to related alternatives, namely Medusa [5] and iPOMDP. Medusa is
provided with the true number of states, while iPOMDP determines it automat-
ically, similar to our approach. In all experiments, the iPOMDP and iDPOMDP
are initialized in such a way that the observations are given vague hyperpa-
rameters, while the rewards are given hyperparameters that encourage peaked
distributions. Beliefs are approximated with sample sets of 10 models. In all
cases, tests have 200 episodes of learning, which interleave acting and resam-
pling models, and 100 episodes of testing with the models fixed.

The first benchmark scenario considered here, namely Tiger-3, is adopted
from [3]; it comprises an environment that changes over time, thus allowing for
us to evaluate the capacity of our model to adapt to new situations. Specifically,
Tiger-3 is an adaptation of the well-known Tiger benchmark [6]: The agent has to
choose one of three doors to open. Two doors have tigers behind them (resulting
in the maximum possible penalty, r = −100), and one door has a small actual
reward (r = 10). At each time step, the agent may either open a door or listen for
the “quiet” door. It hears the correct door correctly with probability 0.85. The
reward is unlikely to be behind the third door (p = 0.2). However, during the
first 100 episodes, we artificially ensure that the reward is always behind doors 1
or 2. Subsequently, we employ the full probabilistic environmental model, under
which the reward may also be behind the third door with some (low) probability.
Hence, the dynamics of the environment change after the 100th episode, thus
requiring that the trained agent be capable of quickly adapting to environmental
changes.

The rest of our considered benchmarks arewell-knownproblems in the POMDP
literature. Specifically, we consider:

1. Tiger : This benchmark was first proposed in [6]. It is similar to Tiger-3,
with the exception of the environment being static. Dynamics do not change
after the first 100 episodes of the learning algorithm, but we consider the
probability of the reward being behind the third door equal to p = 0.2 from
the beginning of the simulation.
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2. Shuttle: This benchmark was introduced in [2]. It considers two space stations
separated by a small amount of free space with loading docks located on each
station. The task is to transport supplies between the two docks. Each time
the agent successfully attaches to the least-recently visited station, it receives
a reward equal to r = 10. In order to dock, the agent must position itself
in front of the station, with its back to the dock, and backup. Whenever
the agent collides with the station by propelling forward into the dock, it
receives a penalty of r = −3. In all other cases, we consider r = 0.

3. Gridworld [6]: This comprises a simple environment consisting of a 4-by-
4 grid, where all cells except for the goal in the lower right-hand corner
are indistinguishable. Movement into adjacent cells is permitted in the four
compass directions, but an attempt to move off the edge of the world has
no effect, returning the agent to its original state with no indication that
anything unusual has happened. All states have zero reward, except for the
goal (right-hand corner), which has a r = +1 reward, and a distinctive
appearance. The initial state for this problem is a uniform distribution over
all but the bottom right state. Any action taken from the bottom right state
results in a transition to any one of the remaining zero reward states with
equal probability (i.e., return to the initial distribution).

Our results are provided in Table 1. As we observe, our approach is capable of
inferring a smaller number of states than the true count, only retaining states
for which adequate information can be derived from the accrued experiences
(training episodes); this is attained without any compromises in the yielded
accumulated rewards in all scenarios. Given the fact that, as discussed in Section
2.3, drawing one sample from the dHDP by means of the block Gibbs sampler
takes similar time as drawing one sample from the HDP, we deduce that our
approach allows for obtaining improved total reward compared to the iPOMDP
for decreased model complexity and resulting computational costs. Note also
that the obtained performance improvement is more prominent in the case of
the Tiger-3 problem, where the environment changes over time, thus posing
greater learning challenges to the postulated agents. This finding vouches for the
capacity of our model to capture non-stationarities in the modeled environments,
which is the ultimate goal of this work.

Table 1. Experimental Evaluation: Number of inferred states and total obtained re-
ward

#States Total Reward

Problem Actual iPOMDP iDPOMDP Medusa iPOMDP iDPOMDP

Tiger-3 4 4.1 3.8 -40.26 -42.07 -35.19

Tiger 2 2.1 2.1 0.83 4.06 4.64

Shuttle 8 2.1 2.1 10 10 10

Gridworld 26 7.36 6.82 -49 -13 -12
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Table 2. Experimental Evaluation: Execution times (in seconds) of the iPOMDP and
iDPOMDP models. For iDPOMDP we evaluate both the proposed inference algorithm
as well as applying (exact) Gibbs sampling.

Problem iPOMDP iDPOMDP iDPOMDP-Gibbs

Tiger-3 842.91 913.88 5863.18

Tiger 837.67 912.07 5738.55

Shuttle 839.11 894.32 5707.41

Gridworld 1108.31 1207.15 8094.17

Further, in the first three columns of Table 2, we compare the execution times
of our approach and the baseline iPOMDP method1. As we observe, our method
imposes a modest computational overhead, which averages at less than a 10%
increase in computational costs compared to iPOMDP. Based on this result,
and taking into consideration the better performance of our algorithm (in terms
of total accrued reward), we can claim that our approach yields a favorable
trade-off between performance and computational complexity compared to the
competition.

Finally, in the last column of Table 2, we show how the proposed inference
algorithm, based on an appropriate combination of Gibbs sampling with impor-
tance sampling, compares to the more straightforward approach of solely relying
on Gibbs sampling to perform inference. As we observe, solely relying on Gibbs
sampling to perform inference for our model results in an overwhelming increase
in computational costs, which averages at almost one order of magnitude more
time. Therefore, we deduce that our strategy of performing inference utilizing a
combination of Gibbs sampling interleaved with importance sampling succeeds
in considerably accelerating our algorithm, and is crucial for the practical appli-
cability of our method.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a nonparametric Bayesian formulation of POMDPs
that addressed the problem of capturing non-stationarities in the modeled envi-
ronments. Formulation of our model was based on the imposition of a suitable
dynamic prior over the state transitions of our model, namely the dHDP prior.
We devised efficient learning and planning algorithms for our model, based on a
combination of block Gibbs sampling and importance sampling. We showed that
our method outperforms related alternatives, namely Medusa and iPOMDP, in
several benchmark tasks, combining increased reward performance with shorter
model sizes, and, hence, better computational complexity.

1 Our experiments were executed on a Linux desktop computer, with an Intel Xeon
E5 2.10GHz processor. All the considered algorithms were implemented as single-
threaded Python applications.
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Our future goals in this line of research concern applying our approach to
autonomous path planning for aerial robots (drones) operating in unknown, un-
structured environments. We are also interested in extending our non-stationary
models to address problems dealing with continuous state and actions spaces
(continuous POMDPs).
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